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In 2007, after a few years of engaging in spatial research and theory, taking the conflict over 

Palestine as our main case study, we have decided to shift the mode of our engagement and 

establish an architectural institute based around a studio/residency program in Beit Sahour, 

Bethlehem. Decolonizing Architecture institute (DAi) seeks to use spatial practice as a form 

of political intervention and narration. The work of the residency is based around a network of 

local affiliations and the historical archives we have gathered in our previous work. Our 

practice has to continuously engage with a complex set of architectural problems centered 

around one of the most difficult dilemmas of political practice: how to act both 

propositionally and critically within an environment in wich the political force field, as 

complex as it may be, is so dramatically skewed. Is intervention at all possible? How could 

spatial practice within the “here and now” of the conflict negotiate the existence of 

institutions and legal and spatial realities without becoming complicit with the unequal reality 

they produce? How to find an “autonomy of practice” that is both critical and transformative? 

 

We started by experimenting with a series of interventions that attempt to cast new contents, 

meaning, and agency to the term “decolonization.” We suggest revisiting this largely 

discredited term in order to maintain a distance from the current political language of a 

“solution” to the Palestinian conflict and its respective borders. The one-, two-, and now 

three-state solutions seem equally entrapped in their respective “top-down” expert 

perspective, each with its own self-referential logic. Decolonization, on the contrary, assumes 

a process of transformation and reuse of the existing dominant structure – financial, military, 

and legal – (wich was conceived for the benefit of a single national-ethnic group, and engages 

a struggle for equality). It is sometimes confrontational, another cunning approach to the 

reality of occupation and dispossession. 

 

Historical processes of decolonization often reused the buildings and infrastructure left behind 

in the same way they were designed for, a way that left colonial territorial hierarchies intact. 

In this sense, past processes of decolonization never truly did away with the power of colonial 



domination. Profanation, an analogous concept proposed by Giorgio Agamben in relation to 

the domain of the “sacred,” is a “neutralization of that wich it profanes.” “To profane does not 

simply mean to abolish or cancel separations, but to learn to make new uses of them.” 

Decolonization is the counter apparatus that seeks to restore to common use what the colonial 

order had separated and divided. The goal of decolonization is the construction of the counter 

apparatuses that find new uses for the abandoned structures of domination. These uses are 

sometimes pragmatic for other ironic provocative challenges. As such, “decolonization” is 

never achieved but is an ongoing practice of deactivation and reorientation, understood both 

in its presentness and in its endlessness. 

 

The issues we are dealing with lead us to assume that a viable approach is to be found not 

only in the professional language of architecture and planning, but also in inaugurating a 

collaborative “arena of speculation” that incorporates varied cultural and political 

perspectives through the incorporation into the project of a multiplicity of individuals and 

organizations. An open and collaborative architectural-residency program had to thus replace 

established modes of architectural production. 

 

By combining discourse, spatial intervention, education, collective learning, public meetings, 

and legal challenges, we attempt to open up the discipline and praxis of “architecture” – 

understood as the production of rarefied buildings and urban structures – into a shifting 

network of “spatial practices” that includes various other forms of intervention. 
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